
Roberttown C.E. (C)  J & I School Sept 2017     Treasure Seeker Class      Reception 
Things to Remember                                                 Project: All about me 
Homework: When appropriate.   Library Books – Friday and changed each week.   Bring your book bag and coat every day.             

Language  & Literacy: 
To learn to read and write sounds e.g. S,a,t,p,i,n. 
with correct formation. 
To hear sounds and understand how we use them. 
Use language to imagine and recreate roles in 
play. 
To begin reading as a group.  
Read, retell and explore familiar stories such as 
‘So Much’ our transition story. 
 

Numeracy: 
Counting up to 20 and back. 
Adding on one. 
Describing size and shape of things. 
Sorting and dividing groups of objects. 
Introduce the vocabulary more than and 
less than so that later they will 
understand 1 less than a number. 
 

Creative: 
Explore colour and textures using senses. 
Enjoy joining in singing, ring games and 
dancing. 
Story telling through role Play, puppets and 
creative work.  
Imitate what adult’s do- play, care of room 
etc. 
Caring about each other, our environment 
and our learning, so we can do our best. 

Understanding the world: 
To talk about ourselves, our family, how we’ve 
grown and changed.  
Our school - ask questions and describe features. 
Become part of a new community. Take part in 
candle time.  
Show an interest in computers and tape recorders. 
Investigate and design for a purpose. 

Personal and Social  
Separate from parents with confidence. 
Make new friends.  
Come happily into school. 
Show curiosity and independence. 
Learn to take responsibility for 
themselves and their actions.  
Find out what is right and wrong.  
Peer massage. 
 
 

Physical Skills: 
Move with control and co-ordination outside 
using a variety of equipment. 
Hold tools and pencil correctly with right or 
left hand. 
Understand why sleep, exercise, eating and 
hygiene are important. 

How can I help?    
Read home choose books regularly pointing out the letters we have learnt at school (sheets will come home at end of week). You can change 
their home choose book with them or encourage independence, as often as you wish. Talk about the day with them. Communicate any good 
news or issues through Reading Record book. 
 

 


